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Manufacturers of insulating glass units have a lot of factors to take
into consideration when choosing a production line. Space, operators,
system flow and other features, such as availability of capital, are
fundamental in order to obtain the best level of productivity. In this
article, TruSeal Technologies gives us some suggestions on how to
optimize the layout of an IG line, with examples and comparisons of
manufacturers and different levels of automation.



nsulating glass (IG) production line lay-
outs are as varied as snowflakes – no two
are exactly alike. What works for one IG

fabricator may not for another. A vertical line
may work best for a glass wholesaler producing
a variety of large commercial and residential IG
units. Alternatively, a horizontal line may be
best for window and door producers looking for
higher volume and lower
cost when producing small-
to medium-size units.

Determining the best lay-
out involves consideration of
numerous other variables in
addition to glass orientation.
Fabricators need to consider
the required throughput,
staff availability, line layout,
size, shape, cost, materials, labour efficiency,
floor space, level of automation and a multitude
of other inputs.

This selection process is a headache in 
the making, as a simple tweak to one station
can enable ultra-high efficiency or create a
wasteful productivity bottleneck. It presents a
dilemma that is best solved through careful
studying of existing production and customer
requirements, planning for future production
needs, and consulting with qualified 
equipment providers.

A general rule of thumb in system design is to
add as many viable processes to the line as pos-
sible to optimize efficiency. A high level of in-
line processing capabilities allows glass to move
through the system as far as possible before any
batching occurs. Ideally, the glass could move all
the way through the production line – from
washing to final formation as a sealed, gas-filled
IG unit or possibly unit glazing with certain non-
curing IG systems – before being batched for
transportation. The goal is a one-piece flow sys-
tem that also has reasonable cycle times, mini-
mal waste and high productivity.

A fabricator’s ability to achieve true one-
piece flow, or at least a variant that minimizes
batching, rests on optimization of a number of
important variables specific to his operation,
including:
• line layout orientations, such as horizontal,

vertical or hybrid lines;
• system flow and throughput in relation to

parallel and serial processing;

• levels of system automation from manual to
semi-automated to fully automated produc-
tion;

• line footprints and available plant floor
space;

• labour needs and costs; and
• capital investment considerations for initial

investment and planned expansion.

LAYOUT ORIENTATIONS
IG production lines are constructed in three

basic layout orientations: horizontal, vertical
and hybrid configurations, the latter which may
combine horizontal and vertical components.

Each system orientation has its place in the
industry. The best system for an operation
depends highly on its business classification –
whether it is a commercial IG unit wholesaler or
a window and door fabricator. The difference in
classifications creates a dichotomy in product-
ion line orientations that follows a distinct geo-
graphical pattern.

For example, the North American window
market predominantly comprises window and
door fabricators producing residential single-
hung and double-hung windows. These fabrica-
tors make relatively small IG units with edge
dimensions averaging from less than 0.7 meters
(26 inches) to one meter (40 inches) and glass
thicknesses of three or four millimetres. Small
IG units are fabricated in horizontal, vertical
and hybrid systems. However, smaller units can
be processed at the highest efficiency on hori-
zontal production equipment due to the higher
capacity of parallel processing, which allows
two streams of glass to run rapidly through the
same equipment in tandem. Because of this effi-
ciency, horizontal lines currently dominate the
North American market. Equipment providers
include Besten, Billco, GED and Perfect
Technology.

In Europe, where large primary and inde-
pendent IG wholesalers dominate the IG supply
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91chain and relatively few window fabricators
produce their own IG units, the opposite is true.
More than 85 per cent of the market uses verti-
cal lines manufactured by companies such as
Bystronic, Lisec, For.El., Willian and Simec. The
European market typically produces IG units
larger than 0.7 meters (26 inches) x 0.7 meters
that use glass with a thickness of 4 millimetres
or greater. Furthermore, glass wholesalers
process a steady mix of commercial and resi-
dential IG units on the same production lines.
Vertical lines allow for easier handling of these
larger, heavier glass lites, as the lines
limit glass manoeuvring. The same is
true for patio 
doors and picture windows in both
Europe and North America. However,
high-volume production capacity 
is limited compared to two-stream
horizontal lines.

Glass is traditionally racked verti-
cally for stationing at the beginning of
an IG production line. For vertical
lines the glass stays vertical through
the entire process. Operators slide lites
off of vertical racking, or lift larger
lites with an overhead glass-handling
device, onto the glass washer convey-
or. There is no need to reposition the
glass at 90 degrees as required in hor-
izontal systems. Repositioning glass
on horizontal lines is not an issue,
however, when using smaller lites or by supple-
menting lines with handling equipment. 

Hybrid lines, such as those manufactured by
Spadix, Ashton, Willian and

Simec, are finding a niche in both North
America and Europe. These lines allow for par-
allel processing of glass combined with either
horizontal or vertical spacer application.

SYSTEM FLOW
The flow of glass in the form of serial and

parallel processing is a primary indicator of a
system’s throughput potential. System produc-
tivity levels can vary greatly between these pro-
cessing capabilities for each line orientation.
(See “Examining System Throughputs.”)

Serial processing lines are only capable of
sending one stream of glass through the produc-
tion line at a time and can be found in vertical
and horizontal configurations. The glass lites
flow either in top, bottom or bottom, top
sequence, depending on the set-up.

Lines using purely serial processing face an
interruption of flow. This con-

straint may increase IG unit
cycle times between 5 and 10
seconds per unit compared to
other lines. Glass lites move
through the system directly in
line, and linear feeding cannot
be broken.

Parallel processing permits
two streams of glass – the tops
and bottoms of the IG units –

to flow through the line in

EXAMINING SYSTEM THROUGHPUTS

Insulating glass production line throughput levels are directly related to line
orientation and the use of parallel or serial processing. Naturally, system cycle
times directly affect gross throughput. For example, compare common cycle
times and units produced per shift for the following equipment platforms:

Equipment Platform Cycle Time IG Units per Shift
(Processing Capability) (seconds)

TAPE-AT (parallel) 21 1092

Horizontal two-sided DuraSeal (parallel) 30 1530

Simec or Ashton hybrid with 
one applicator (parallel) 30 765

Vertical automated (serial) 35 655

Vertical manual cycle (serial) 40 573

Vertical IG production 
equipment can limit glass

manoeuvring by keeping lites 
in a vertical orientation from the
racking through the final station
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tandem. While one lite is being
applied with spacer material,
its top lite bypasses the appli-
cation station and sits only
briefly at the topping station in
anticipation of receiving the
applied lite.

Parallel processing exists on
horizontal and hybrid lines, but
horizontal lines offer more
opportunities for highly effi-
cient production. This is possi-
ble due to a shared application
bed that allows for near contin-
uous flow of glass. For exam-
ple, on Besten TAPE-AT equip-
ment, as soon as an applied lite
moves down the line, the appli-
cator head moves to the next
lite, which is waiting on the
other side of the application
bed. The corresponding top lite
advances to a staging deck in
front of the applied lite, making the transfer of
the top lite invisible to the cycle time. The high-
volume TAPE-AT system can decrease cycle
times as much as five seconds compared to
purely serial lines, increasing throughput levels
up to 52 units per man-hour.

Hybrid processing lines have a separate flow
area for the topping lite that moves the lite in a
vertical orientation behind the application sta-
tion while its mate is applied with spacer mate-
rial. The bypass allows the top lite to keep mov-
ing while the applied lite is stationary.

LEVEL OF AUTOMATION
Adding degrees of automation to a line can

further augment efficiency and reduce labour
costs. The European market uses a high per-
centage of automated vertical lines. North
America is following closely behind with
increased installation of automated vertical lines
as well as automated horizontal lines, which
offer high-efficiency production of smaller IG
unit sizes.

Equipment providers offer a variety of
options for manual, semi-automated and fully
automated IG production lines. Besten and
Billco offer fully automated horizontal lines;
Bystronic, For.El, Lisec and Spadix have fully
automated vertical lines. Efficiencies can be

optimized in relation to spacer application,
muntin placement, gas filling and dual sealing.

Spacer application
Efficient application of flexible and rigid

spacers is a matter of choosing the appropriate
level of automation for a particular system.

Horizontal spacer application on horizontal
and hybrid lines may be performed manually or
with automation. Vertical application usually
requires full automation. However, rigid spacer
bars applied on vertical systems must usually be
hand-fed into the application station, which
increases labour.

Grid placement
Muntin bar placement is traditionally a man-

ual process, but automated applications do exist
on a limited basis. Muntin bars, or grids, are
placed within the spacer perimeter and must be
properly aligned to ensure perpendicular place-
ment inside the IG unit.

Some production lines provide position assis-
tance to ensure accurate grid alignment. A highly
effective method is utilized on Besten’s TAPE-
AT equipment. An ink-jet printer mounted on the
system’s automated application head prints loca-
tor lines directly on the spacer. Operators placing
grids simply align end clips with the locator lines.

The shared
application
bed on
Besten’s
totally
automated
TAPE-AT line
allows two
streams of
glass to flow
in tandem for
highly
efficient
parallel
processing of
small- to
medium-sized
IG units
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Another effective grid assistance tool is
found on automated lines using rigid spacer
bars, such as lines from Bystronic, Lisec and
GED. These lines punch a notch or hole direct-
ly into the spacer bar, depending on the end clip
being used to attach the grid.

Alternative methods for grid placement, such
as projection lasers and parallel placement, are
less effective and have a higher potential for
human error. These are still commonly used,
though, when capital is limited. Projection
lasers beam light onto the spacers to designate
muntin locations. As operators place grids, the
beam may be obstructed, causing difficulties for
proper alignment. Parallel placement relies on
using the application table grid layout to posi-
tion the glass and muntins. Glass must be pre-
cisely aligned and squared with the table grid
for proper muntin alignment.

Gas filling
Gas filling systems fill IG units with an inert

gas, typically argon, to enhance thermal per-
formance and sound insulation properties.
Highly productive systems offer gas
processing cycle times in the
range of 20 to 28 seconds. All
highly productive, one-
piece flow gas filling sys-
tems are vertical and
rely on two basic
methods of filling –
cryogenic gas fill-
ing and turbulent
flow filling. The
turbulent flow fill-
ing method uses
more gas and has
higher unit cycle
times compared to
the cryogenic gas
filling method.

Dual sealing
An increasing trend in IG

production is adding a second-
ary sealant around the perimeter of
the unit. This additional layer of sealant
material increases the moisture vapour trans-
mission path.

Most automated dual sealing equipment is
vertical in nature. Therefore, IG manufacturers

interested in dual sealing methods are likely
candidates for vertical or hybrid lines to hold up
the benefits of one-piece flow.

LINE FOOTPRINTS AND FLOOR SPACE
Available plant space – and its physical lay-

out – may also be a determining factor for an
appropriate IG production line layout.

Horizontal lines are typically blocky and
short. Vertical systems are linear and long. A
comparison of square footage may be relatively
similar between two layouts with similar capa-
bilities.

A longer narrower plant may be better suited
to a vertical line. However, it is important to
note that while several vertical stations can be
placed against a wall, other ancillary stations
may extend out from the wall and eat up floor
space. For instance, a rigid spacer bar operation
will require stations for spacer cutting and bend-
ing, desiccant filling, PIB extrusion and applica-
tion, an overhead conveyer and spacer storage
areas, all of which change the linear layout to

become blockier. Flexibility and thorough
planning is key.

LABOUR
In IG production, there
is a strong desire to

minimize human
intervention. This is
achieved through
the progressive
use of automa-
tion in system
designs. The
wide variety of
available manu-
facturing meth-

ods enables win-
dow manufactur-

ers to use as few as
one to two operators

on a line, while some
systems require in excess

of 10 operators.
Flexible spacer lines typically

require between two and seven opera-
tors, while rigid spacer lines average five to 15

operators. Labour efficiency is maximized on
production lines that produce high units per
man-hour (UPMH).

The Quik-Dose
II unit from
Besten rapidly
fills IG units
by injecting
liquid gas into
the IG unit
cavity. It has
been used on
production
lines from
Besten,
Bystronic and
Lisec to
enhance one-
piece flow
processing
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CAPITAL INVESTMENT
IG production lines can range anywhere from

USD 100,000 to more than USD 2 million. As a
fabricator selects a base line for investment, he
should work with his equipment provider to dis-
cuss current and future needs.

During this process, it is as important, if not
more so, to anticipate future growth by planning
production needs out five to 10 years.
Equipment providers and fabricators should
plan for at least 50 per cent growth in each IG
production line.

Buying “future capacity” to plan for growth
may cause an IG fabricator to spend more
money up-front, but he will likely realize
greater savings in the future as investments
made today could avoid making the current sys-
tem obsolete.

CONCLUSION
IG fabricators must work closely with equip-

ment solutions providers to determine the best
IG production system for their operations.
Together the parties can consider the multiple
inputs and variables required to develop an
ideal line layout designed for high throughput
and efficiency. ■
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A butterfly table 
can be added to a

horizontal
production line to

perform automated
IG unit topping


